
History Harvest is an open, digital archive of historical arfacts gathered from communies across the United States. The 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Department of History partners with instuons and individuals within highlighted communies 
to collect, preserve, and share their rich histories. Advanced undergraduates lead the History Harvest project and curate and 
digize these arfacts and stories. We believe that our collecve history is more diverse and mul-faceted than most people give digize these arfacts and stories. We believe that our collecve history is more diverse and mul-faceted than most people give 
credit for and that most of this history is not found in archives, historical sociees, museums or libraries, but rather in the stories 
that ordinary people have to tell from their own experience and in the things - the objects and arfacts - that people keep and 
collect to tell the story of their lives. The History Harvest, then, is an invitaon to local people to share their historical arfacts, 

and their stories, for inclusion in a unique digital archive of what we are calling the "people's history."

facebook.com/HistoryHarvest@HistoryHarvesthistoryharvest.wordpress.com

               For more informaon, contact:  Wiliam G. Thomas wthomas4@unl.edu   or
                                 Patrick D. Jones   democracy8888@yahoo.com

Join us for History Harvest Blitz Week
historyharvest.unl.edu  |  April 8-12, 2013   |        #history_harvest

Share feedback, suggesons, ideas, and strategies for building The History Harvest. We will capture comments on 
Twier, our blog, and Google Hangout for connued conversaon. We welcome faculty, teachers, students, 

librarians, technology professionals, and anyone interested in joining the project.

Monday April 8:
The Student Experience
How do we create authenc 
learning experiences for 
undergraduate students?

Tuesday April 9:
Archiving The People's History
How do we digize, curate, and 
manage community history?

Wednesday April 10:
Building Community Partnerships
How do we work effecvely 
with partners to share resources 
and materials?

Thursday April 11:
Teaching the History Harvest
Join our Google Hangout to discuss 
best pracces - 4pm EDT
youtube.com/historyharvest or
historyharvest.unl.edu/hangout

Friday April 12:
Reflecon and Planning the Naonal 
History Harvest
Join the NITLE Seminar with William 
G. Thomas and Patrick D. Jones
3pm EDT - Register at nitle.org


